21st ANNUAL GROSSMONT COLLEGE
POW-WOW
FEBRUARY 28, 2009 - STUDENT CENTER

HEAD STAFF:

HEAD MAN DANCER: DAVID PATTERSON
HEAD WOMAN DANCER: MEGAN MATHENY
HEAD YOUNG MAN DANCER: SHUULUK LEO-RETZ
HEAD YOUNG WOMAN DANCER: SILENT RAIN ESPINOZA
HEAD GOURD DANCER: RICK DIZON
HEAD SOUTHERN DRUM: RED TIPI DESCENDANTS
HEAD NORTHERN DRUM: WHITECLOUD SINGERS
ARENA DIRECTOR: TOM GAMBOA
WATER PERSON: NANCY GAMBOA
MASTER OF CEREMONIES: RANDY EDMONDS
FACULTY ADVISOR: TOM GAMBOA
POW-WOW CHAIRPERSONS: TIFFANY WORKMAN

GROSSMONT COLLEGE 8800 GROSSMONT COLLEGE DRIVE,
EL CAJON CALIFORNIA
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR DIRECTIONS CALL TOM GAMBOA
619-644-7529

* LARGE DISPLAY OF AMERICAN INDIAN ARTS & CRAFTS
* SONGS-DANCERS FROM THROUGHOUT INDIAN COUNTRY

POW-WOW IS SPONSORED BY:
* CROSS CULTURAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT
* EOPS DEPARTMENT
* VIEJAS BAND OF KUMEYAAY INDIANS
* BARONA BAND OF KUMEYAAY INDIANS

* 12:00 TO 5:00 PM - GOURD DANCING AND GIVEAWAYS
* 5:00 TO 6:00 PM - SUPPER BREAK
* 6:00 TO 11:00 - 6:00 GRAND ENTRY THEN POW WOW TIME